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[1] Steep streams are a major portion of channel networks and provide a link to transport
sediment from hillslopes to lower gradient rivers. Despite their importance, key unknowns
remain, perhaps foremost of which is evaluating in steep streams empirical laws for
fluvial sediment transport developed for low-gradient rivers. To address this knowledge
gap, we painted sediment in situ over 3 years to monitor incipient sediment motion and
sediment-patch development in five small (drainage areas of 0.04–2 km2) and steep
(slopes of 5–37%) tributaries of Elder Creek, California, United States. We found that
channel beds organized into size-sorted sediment patches which displayed active fluvial
transport of gravel annually, consistent year-to-year patch median grain sizes, partial
transport of bed material, and significantly higher values of critical Shields stress for
incipient sediment motion compared to that observed for lower gradient rivers. The high
critical Shields stresses (up to �0.5 for the median grain size) agree within a factor of ~3 to
theoretical predictions which account for slope-dependent hydraulics, grain hiding, and
sediment patches. For grains of approximately the same size as the roughness length scale,
slope-dependent hydraulics and bed patchiness are the dominant controls on critical Shields
stress values, while grain hiding is important for grains larger or smaller than the roughness
length scale. Form drag exists in our monitored tributaries but has a smaller influence than the
above effects. Our field observations show fluvial processes contribute to sediment
mobilization in steep channels which are often considered to be dominated by debris flows.
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1. Introduction

[2] Sediment-transport dynamics and rates in steep
streams are important for routing sediment from hillslopes
to river networks [Grant et al., 1990; Montgomery and
Buffington, 1997; Benda et al., 2005; Cui and Parker,
2005; Wiele et al., 2007], aquatic habitat quality [Lisle,
1989; Buffington et al., 2004;Montgomery, 2004], and land-
scape evolution modeling [Dietrich et al., 2003; Tucker and
Hancock, 2010]. Nonetheless, the role of fluvial processes in
conveying sediment through steep channels has received
little study relative to lower gradient channels (S< 1%,
where S is channel bed slope) and may differ in important
ways [Comiti and Mao, 2012]. For example, in steep

streams workers have emphasized the effects of grain
hiding, form drag, slope-dependent incipient-motion crite-
rion, partial transport, and bed-sediment-size patchiness on
sediment transport [e.g., Church and Hassan, 2002; Lamb
et al., 2008a; Mao et al., 2008; Recking, 2009; Yager
et al., 2012a; 2012b]. In addition, recent work has shown that
fluvial transport in steep streams can account for a large por-
tion of the total sediment flux [e.g., Gomi and Sidle, 2003;
Mao and Lenzi, 2007; Yager et al., 2012a], yet others have
argued that periodic debris flows are primarily responsible
for transporting sediment in streams with slopes greater than
about 10% [e.g., Stock andDietrich, 2003; Stock andDietrich,
2006]. Uncertainty about the dominant processes in steep
channels remains, in part, due to a paucity of field data.
[3] Accurate predictions of sediment transport in steep

streams require knowledge of the conditions for incipient
sediment motion, which is often calculated using a critical
Shields stress (t*c) [Shields, 1936]:

t�c ¼ tc
rs � rð ÞgD (1)

where tc is the bed shear stress at incipient motion, rs is the
density of sediment, r is the density of water, g is accelera-
tion due to gravity, and D is particle diameter. In low-
gradient gravel-bed rivers, a constant value of t*c� 0.045
has been shown to accurately predict the conditions for
sediment motion [e.g., Buffington and Montgomery, 1997].
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In steep streams (e.g., S> 5%), however, a constant value of
t*c may not be appropriate. For example, some theoretical
models for incipient sediment motion predict t*c decreases
with slope due to the increased component of gravity in
the downstream direction [e.g., Wiberg and Smith, 1987].
Yet, flume data at slopes up to 47% show that critical
Shields stresses increase with channel gradient [e.g., Ashida
and Bayazi, 1973; Mizuyama, 1977; Bathurst et al., 1984;
Prancevic et al., 2011]. Field data on incipient motion are
limited for streams with S> 5% but also show an increase
in critical Shields stress with increasing slope up to
S = 14% [e.g., Mueller et al., 2005; Lenzi et al., 2006; Mao
and Lenzi, 2007;Mao et al., 2008]. Recent models show that
the critical Shields stress may increase with channel slope
due to changes in local flow velocity and turbulent fluctua-
tions as the flow depth to grain size ratio decreases [Lamb
et al., 2008a; Recking, 2009]. Others suggest that increased
form drag due to the presence of immobile morphologic
structures results in larger t*c with increasing channel slope
[e.g., Buffington and Montgomery, 1999; Nitsche et al.,
2011; Ferguson, 2012; Yager et al., 2012a].
[4] Predicting incipient motion and bedload transport in

steep channels is further complicated by the organization
of the channel bed into distinct sediment patches [e.g., Paola
and Seal, 1995; Dietrich et al., 2006; Yager et al., 2012b].
Patches are sediment-size-sorted areas on the bed which
likely form through feedbacks between bed topography,
shear stress distribution, and sediment transport [Nelson
et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2010]. For example, Yager et al.
[2012a] showed that standard models for bedload transport
developed in low-gradient streams over-predict transport rates
by an order of magnitude in steep streams (S=9.8–17%)
because the models did not account for patches of immobile
grains. Since the critical Shields stress is sensitive to the ratio
of grain size to the local bed roughness [Wiberg and Smith,
1987], the presence of patches has led workers to argue that
patches with different grain-size distributions within the
same river reach are mobilized at different bed shear stresses
[e.g., Paola and Seal, 1995]. The mobilization of relatively
finer patches at lower bed shear stresses leads to reach-wide
partial transport of sediment (i.e., a portion of the grain-size
distribution present on the channel bed is absent in the
bedload) [Paola and Seal, 1995; Yager et al., 2012b]. While
some have argued that grains within a single patch are all mo-
bilized at the same critical shear stress [Paola and Seal, 1995],
field data from steep streams suggests individual patches expe-
rience partial transport, with a preference for mobilizing finer
grains [Yager et al., 2012b]. At the individual particle scale,
grain mobilization is a function of both the grain weight and
grain size relative to roughness on the bed. Relatively coarse
grains weigh more than fine grains but also protrude further
from the bed and are thus subject to increased drag and lower
friction angles [e.g., Einstein, 1950; Egiazaroff, 1965;Wiberg
and Smith, 1987; Kirchner et al., 1990]. These competing
effects, termed grain hiding, likely influence the mobilization
of distinct grain sizes from individual patches.
[5] In steep streams, accurate incipient-motion predictions

likely require quantification of the extent of bed patchiness,
grain hiding, form drag, and slope-dependent hydraulics.
There is a general paucity of data on critical Shields stress
for channels with S> 5%, and no study has attempted to
quantify the influence of patchiness, grain hiding, form drag,

and slope-dependent hydraulics together in a field setting.
This lack of data has led many modelers to treat steep
channels with the same semi-empirical expressions
(e.g., t*c� 0.045) developed for lower gradient gravel-bed
rivers [Sklar and Dietrich, 2004; Whipple, 2004; Lamb
et al., 2008b; Tucker and Hancock, 2010; Tsai et al., 2012].
[6] Here we present results from monitoring sediment

mobilization via painting sediment patches and tracking the
movement of individual grains in five steep (S=5–37%)
tributary reaches of Elder Creek, California, United States.
We use our monitoring data to calculate critical Shields
stresses and to quantify the effects of bed patchiness, grain
hiding, form drag, and slope-dependent hydraulics via com-
parison to theory that allows isolation of these variables. In
this paper, we first introduce the study area and describe the
study reaches. Second, we present methods on monitoring
hydraulics and sediment transport, including surveying
channel geometry, field measurements of flow hydraulics,
modeling bed shear stress with a non-uniform flow algo-
rithm, and documenting grain mobilization via repeat
surveys of marked tracer particles and patches. Third, we
discuss results from monitoring, including measured flow
discharges and velocities, grain mobilization from patches,
and travel distances of marked particles. Fourth, we present
analysis of our data to calculate form drag and critical
Shields stresses, and examine controls on incipient motion.
Finally, we discuss the implications of our analysis for
predicting grain entrainment and sediment transport in
steep streams.

2. Study Area and Monitored Tributaries

[7] Elder Creek is a small (drainage area of 16.8 km2)
tributary of the South Fork Eel River located in northern
California, United States (Figure 1). The stream hosts a
U.S. Geological Survey hydrologic benchmark station near
its mouth with continuous discharge records from 1967 to
2013. The local lithology consists of interbedded arkosic
sandstone and argillite of the Coastal Franciscan
Belt [Jayko et al., 1989]. The area has a Mediterranean
climate with annual average precipitation of approximately
~2m/yr, the vast majority of which falls as rain between
the months of December and March [Mast and Chow,
2000]. Elder Creek watershed is located entirely within
the University of California’s Angelo Coast Range
Reserve and has been free of grazing, logging, mining,
and other disturbances since 1959 (the basin had only
limited logging during the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries) [Mast and Chow, 2000]. While there are
no records of modern debris flows within the catchment,
debris flows have been active in the area in the Holocene
[Scheingross et al., 2008], and many tributaries are incised
into debris flow fans near their junction with the main stem
of Elder Creek. Cosmogenic dating of modern stream
sediment yields basin average erosion rates for Elder Creek
of 0.16–0.18mm/yr [Fuller et al., 2009].
[8] We monitored five tributaries of Elder Creek over

three water years from September 2007 to July 2010. In
order to examine effects of slope and roughness on
sediment motion, we chose reaches spanning a range of
channel gradients from 5 to 37% and median particle
diameters of 57 to 155mm. These reaches range in
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drainage area from 0.04 to 2 km2, bankfull depths from
0.13 to 0.3m, and bankfull widths from 1.1 to 4.1m
(Figures 1 and 2 and Table 1). Study reaches 2 and 4
are located in channels near the apex of debris flow fans
which are deposited over a strath terrace of Elder Creek;
the other reaches (1, 3, and 5) are located in channelized
valleys. For each tributary, we selected short, straight
reaches (~20–50m in length) for monitoring. All moni-
tored reaches were mantled with coarse sediment, includ-
ing boulders. There is no exposure of bedrock in the
channel beds within any of the study reaches, and bedrock
channel beds are rarely exposed in the Elder Creek tribu-
taries in general. Sediment on the surface of monitored
reaches is organized into distinct size-sorted patches. The
steepest channels examined here (reaches 1 and 2, slopes
of 37% and 18%, respectively) have a cascading morphol-
ogy (in the sense of Montgomery and Buffington [1997])
and include isolated areas of soil development and leaf
litter accumulation within channels (Figures 2a and 2b);
lower gradient channels have more pronounced step-pool
morphology but also include short cascading reaches
(Figures 2c, 2d, and 2e).

3. Methods

[9] Calculating critical Shields stresses for gravel entrain-
ment in steep streams requires characterization of channel
geometry, flow hydraulics, bed roughness, and sediment
transport. In this section, we first describe our methods to
survey channel geometry and grain-size distributions. Next
we discuss our methods for measuring flow hydraulics and

calibrating a flow algorithm to estimate bed shear stress.
Finally we describe our methods for documenting sediment
transport.

3.1. Channel Geometry

[10] We surveyed channel geometry with high-resolution
ground-based light detection and ranging (LiDAR) in reaches
2 and 4; in the remaining three reaches, we surveyed longitu-
dinal profiles and cross-sections with a stadia rod and hand
level. Points along longitudinal profiles were surveyed at high
densities to capture breaks in slope due to steps, pools, and
other structures. Despite large changes in local slope along a
longitudinal profile, channel cross-sectional shape remained
fairly constant over several meters (Figure 2); therefore, we
spaced cross-section surveys approximately every 2m in
reaches 1 and 3 and every 4m in reach 5.

3.2. Flow Hydraulics

[11] We measured stream discharge and reach average
velocity for six flow events in reaches 2 and 4 (Table 2)
using the salt dilution method, whereby salt is injected into
a stream as a tracer and discharge is estimated assuming
conservation of the tracer mass [Elder et al., 1990; Hudson
and Fraser, 2005]. This method is advantageous over the
traditional slug-injection method as it yields the same results
for injection of both dry salt and salt dissolved into solution.
For each measurement, we injected salt at a distance of 7 to
10 channel widths upstream of a conductivity meter. This
length scale is near the low end of observed mixing lengths
in mountain streams [Day, 1977a] and was chosen to avoid
large pools and backwater areas where water could stagnate
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Figure 1. Airborne laser swath mapping (1m2 resolution) derived shaded relief map showing the Elder
Creek watershed and the location of the five tributary reaches studied (white circles with numbered boxes).
The stream network is color coded by channel slope (S) calculated over channel lengths with 10m change
in elevation; note the vast majority of the channel network exists at slopes greater than 15%. UTM coor-
dinates are displayed along figure borders. Inset shows outline of California with star indicating approx-
imate location of the study site.
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and compromise the reliability of the measurement [Elder
et al., 1990; Moore, 2003]. A single conductivity probe was
placed at the center of the channel, and we manually recorded
stream conductivity ensuring a minimum of 25 measurements

to accurately characterize the passing salt wave [Day, 1977b].
Conductivity was converted to salt concentration using a
laboratory-measured calibration coefficient in stream water.
We additionally calculated reach-averaged stream velocity

Table 1. Reach-Averaged Hydraulic Geometry and Basic Characteristics of Monitored Reachesa

Reach
Drainage Area

(km2)
Local Slope

(%)
Bankfull Depth

(m)
Bankfull Width

(m)
D16

(mm)
D50

(mm)
D84

(mm)
D84-mobile

(mm)

1 0.04 37 0.13 1.1 10 57 133 45
2 0.12 18 0.15 1.5 21 97 279 145
3 0.55 7b 0.15 3.5 15 101 286 143
4 0.84 9 0.30 4.1 23 155 446 197

5 (Misery Creek) 2.0 5 0.28 3.5 11 72 201 90

aD16, D50, and D84, are the 16th, median, and 84th percentile grain sizes, respectively, for reach-averaged pebble counts (including steps and immobile
grains). D84-mobile is the 84th percentile grain size for reach-averaged pebble counts of mobile sediment.

bThis reach features a ~1m alluvial step. The local slope below the step is 5%, and the local slope above the step is 9%.

Flow
Flow

Flow

Flow

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 2. Field photographs of study reaches. (a) Reach 1; (b) reach 2, circled staff gage is 1m long; (c)
reach 3, channel width indicated by white line in foreground is ~2m; (d) reach 4, note circled 1.2 cm wide
white measuring tape stretched parallel to stream for scale; and (e) reach 5 (Misery Creek), note person
(circled, crouching) for scale. Figures 2b and 2d show near bank full conditions. Vertical, white PVC
pipes house pressure transducers and crest stage gages measuring water depth.
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based on the travel time from salt injection to the center of
mass of the passing salt wave (i.e., the “centroid velocity”
[Calkins and Dunne, 1970]).
[12] For one discharge measurement (reach 2, 17 February

2009), we recorded the time of peak conductivity following
salt injection but did not make sufficient manual conductiv-
ity measurements to accurately characterize the shape of the
passing salt wave. For this reach only, we calculated reach-
averaged velocity using the time from salt injection to peak
conductivity (i.e., the “peak velocity” of Calkins and Dunne
[1970]) and estimated discharge in the reach as Q=Uwh,
where Q is water discharge, U is reach-averaged flow veloc-
ity, and w and h are reach-averaged width and flow depth,
respectively, measured in the field.
[13] In addition to measurements of flow hydraulics, we

instrumented each study reach with a pressure transducer
measuring atmospheric and total (atmospheric plus water)
pressure at 15min intervals and a crest stage gage (placed
adjacent to the pressure transducer and built to U.S.
Geological Survey standards [Holmes et al., 2001]) to
measure peak water stage. These instruments allowed
estimation of flow hydraulics for periods when we were
unable to make manual measurements.

3.3. Modeling Bed Shear Stress

[14] In low-gradient streams, bed shear stress is often esti-
mated assuming steady, uniform flow (i.e., t =rgRS, where
t is bed shear stress and R is the hydraulic radius); however,
these assumptions may be invalid in the steep streams exam-
ined here which have flow cascading over steps and chutes.

Instead, we used a non-uniform flow algorithm, HEC-RAS
(Hydrologic Engineering Center River Analysis System,
available at http://www.hec.usace.army.mil/software/hec-
ras/), to estimate bed shear stress. HEC-RAS has been used
successfully by others in channels with S> 1% [e.g., Church
and Hassan, 2002; Thompson and Croke, 2008] and is
convenient to use as it can model transcritical flow. HEC-
RAS should be used with caution for S> 10% (reaches 1
and 2) where the gradually varied flow and hydrostatic
assumptions used in the model may be invalid (U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, 2010, pg. 2-20 to 2-21); however, avail-
able codes for rapidly varying, nonhydrostatic flows do not
exist, to our knowledge. Here we describe the procedures
for calibration of our flow algorithm with manually
measured flow depths, velocities, and discharges.
[15] Channel geometry for HEC-RAS was taken from our

field surveys where each survey point in the long profile was
used as a node (i.e., cross-section) within the model
(Figure 3). In reaches 1, 3, and 5, we did not survey a
cross-section at each node within the longitudinal profile
and instead used the surveyed cross-section associated with
the nearest node as the input to HEC-RAS based on our
observation that variations in cross-section geometry was
small over the scale of ~2–4m compared to changes in
river-bed elevation. This resulted in a high density of nodes
within HEC-RAS sufficient to capture steps and other breaks
in slope which affect flow hydraulics (Figure 3 and Table 3).
For all modeling, we set the upstream and downstream bound-
ary conditions to critical depth based on the observations of
steps and overspilling flow [e.g., Rouse, 1936]. We then
iterated with changing the flow resistance (i.e., Manning’s n)
to minimize the misfit between our manually measured flow
depths and HEC-RAS predicted flow depths (Figure 3), with
all other parameters set to their default values (e.g., expansion
and contraction coefficients set to 0.3 and 0.1, respectively).
[16] We estimated the critical shear stress for sediment

transport from patches assuming sediment was mobilized
at the peak flow prior to sediment recovery. HEC-RAS
parameter settings were the same as described above (i.e.,
critical upstream and downstream boundary conditions, and
all other parameters set to default values). We iterated with
changing both discharge and Manning’s n in HEC-RAS until
modeled flow depths matched (within 5%) flow depths

Table 2. Reach-Averaged Flow Hydraulic Measurementsa

Reach Date Discharge (m3/s) U (m/s) h (m)

2 17 Feb 2009 0.0006 0.033 0.03
2 23 Feb 2009 0.014 0.19 0.085
2 24 Feb 2009 0.030 0.25 0.09
2 3 Mar 2009 0.013 0.16 0.08
4 24 Feb 2009 0.19 0.32 0.21
4 3 Mar 2009 0.14 0.19 -

aU and h are measured reach-averaged flow velocity and flow depth,
respectively. Measurements made on 24 February 2009 represent near
bankfull discharge.
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Figure 3. Comparison of modeled water surface to flow-depth measurements. HEC-RAS modeling for
the (a) 3 March 2009 event in reach 2 and (b) the 24 February 2009 event in reach 4. See Table 2 for
manual flow measurements in each event.
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measured with stage recorders and the predicted Manning’s n
matched the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, f, predicted by
Ferguson [2007] (where f and Manning’s n can be related by
definition by n= [R2/3S1/2]/[u*(8/f )

1/2], and u* is the reach-
averaged shear velocity defined as u*= (t/r)

0.5). For all cases
but patch 1a in reach 1, local stress was estimated from the
cross-section nearest the patch of interest. For patch 1a in
reach 1 (the steepest reach, S= 37%), the flow was cascading
between two cross-sections with locally changing channel
gradient. Due to the complex flow for this case, we report
the shear stress for both bounding cross-sections as a measure
of possible variability.

3.4. Monitoring Sediment Transport

[17] Within each reach, we selected individual sediment-
size-sorted patches to monitor for grain mobilization and
marked patches (via spray painting) in place. Patches were
typically ~0.5 by 0.5m in areal extent, and we attempted

to select patches with apparently mobile sediment, avoiding
areas of the bed with lichen development or strongly
interlocked grains. For reaches 1–4, we selected patches
within the channel thalweg in order to minimize the influ-
ence of cross-channel variations in flow due to bars, wall
drag, and other morphologic structures. Furthermore, we
avoided pools or other areas subject to plunging flow and
secondary currents. Perennial flow in reach 5 made it impos-
sible to paint patches in situ within the thalweg; instead we
painted emerged patches as close to the thalweg as possible
at the end of summer when flow depth was lowest.
[18] To compare transport of mobile gravel in active patches

to reach-wide transport, we additionally marked (via spray
painting) an average of 10 individual cobbles and boulders
per reach, spanning a range of intermediate grain diameters
(D= 90 to 450mm). Repeat photographs of cobble and
boulder position were used to determine mobilization of
these larger grains.

Table 4. Transport Data for Patches in Specific Sediment-Transport Eventsa

Reach Patch Storm D1meter (mm) Dmax (mm)
Number of

Grains Recovered
Number of Grains
<1m from Patch ks (mm) tmax (Pa)

1 1a Winter 2007/2008 37 54 127 49 15.9 178
1 1a 24 Feb 2009 7 10 28 27 12.5 329
1 1a Winter 2009/2010 21 30 15 15 11.5 194
2 2a Winter 2007/2008 38 112 100 15 50.2 124
2 2a 24 Feb 2009 18 19 11 11 30.4 95
2 2a Winter 2009/2010 - 20 10 0 38.3 106
2 2b Winter 2007/2008 61 90 90 7 36.7 203
2 2b 25 Dec 2008 21 25 19 19 50.3 108
2 2b 24 Feb 2009 89 115 125 44 50.3 172
2 2b Winter 2009/2010 - 110 58 5 52.4 185
3 3a Winter 2007/2008 - 76 114 3 25.1 104
3 3a 14 Nov 2008 14 20 27 27 33.6 12
3 3a 25 Dec 2008 19 30 116 79 33.6 19
3 3a 24 Feb 2009 57 70 126 13 33.6 28
3 3a Winter 2009/2010 - 52 51 0 25.0 52
3 3c Winter 2007/2008 - 72 26 4 58.8 119
3 3c 25 Dec 2008 16 20 8 8 62.7 30
3 3c 24 Feb 2009 26 45 109 100 62.7 39
3 3c Winter 2009/2010 - 48 60 1 40.2 65
4 4a Winter 2007/2008 - 25 8 1 64.1 204
4 4a 24 Feb 2009 11 90 79 57 85.6 176
4 4a Winter 2009/2010 - 40 9 2 53.4 209
5 5a Winter 2007/2008 - 48 10 0 38.6 93
5 5a 24 Feb 2009 24 35 48 29 33.3 47
5 5a Winter 2009/2010 - 32 3 0 34.5 82
5 5b Winter 2007/2008 33 45 51 10 14.1 53
5 5b 24 Feb 2009 22 30 71 11 13.5 21
5 5b Winter 2009/2010 - 130 11 3 19.4 44

aD1meter is the mean grain size of the recovered tracer particles deposited within 1m downstream of the patch, where “-” indicates five or less grains were
collected within 1m of the patch and 1m estimates were not made. Dmax is maximum grain size recovered from a given patch in a given storm event. ks is
the geometric mean grain size of the patch from where moved grains originated. tmax is HEC-RAS calculated peak shear stress used in calculating critical
Shields stress. Listing of individual storm dates (e.g., 24 Feb 2009) indicates measurements were made for a specific storm event. Listing of a season
(e.g., Winter 2007/2008) indicates measurements integrate multiple storm events over an entire season, with the peak observed discharge event assumed
to have transported all the sediment.

Table 3. Spacing of HEC-RAS Channel Geometry

Reach
Modeled Reach
Length (m)

Number of Longitudinal
Profile Nodes

Number of Unique
Surveyed Cross-sections

Average Node
Spacing (m)

1 16.4 30 8 0.55
2 16.6 39 39 0.43
3 16.1 18 9 0.89
4 34.3 20 20 1.72

5 (Misery Creek) 19.8 16 7 1.24
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[19] We monitored sediment motion over three field
seasons. Mobilized grains from painted patches served as
particle tracers and were recovered when found during and
after storm events, allowing measurements of the particle
distance traveled and diameters of mobilized particles. Dur-
ing the 2008/2009 winter, we made field visits to document
sediment motion before, after, and during every storm. In the
other two seasons of monitoring, our results came from field
measurements made at the end of the rainy season (Table 4).
[20] We measured the grain-size distribution of painted

patches using photographs. This allowed us to measure
particle sizes without disturbing the position of grains on
the bed. We employed a grid-by-number approach and set
grid spacing equal to the maximum grain size present within
the painted patch, which gives results similar to bulk-volume
measurements [Bunte and Abt, 2001]. Given the small
areal extent of the patch (~0.25m2) and large grains (up
to 150mm), the total number of particles per count
averaged ~25 grains. We measured the short axis of
particles and multiplied the axis length by a factor of 1.07
to account for the fact that the true median axis is not always
exposed in the photographic image [Bunte and Abt, 2001].
Grain-size distributions for photographic pebble counts
were comparable with field measurements of particle
intermediate axes made using the grid-by-number method
for select patches (Figure 4). We additionally measured
reach-averaged grain-size distribution spanning the full
channel reach (including steps and immobile grains within

the bed) using grid-by-number sampling of 100–200 grains
per reach (Table 1).
[21] Recovery of painted tracer particles from patches was

limited by burial of grains, potential loss downstream where
tributaries join Elder Creek, wearing away of paint, and the
fact that painting in situ did not allow marking the underside
of grains. We counted the painted grain-number density
from photographs taken immediately after spray painting
(i.e., before transport), and measured the patch area absent
of painted grains from photographs taken the following sum-
mer after transport had ceased to estimate the number of
transported grains (Figure 5). We compared this estimate
with the total number of recovered grains (Table 4) to calcu-
late percent recovery from a patch for a given water year.
For cases where aggradation occurred within a patch, this
method underestimates the true recovery rate; thus, recovery
percents reported here are minimum estimates. Recovery
rates varied from approximately 2 to 85%; low recovery
rates were generally associated with fine patches that experi-
enced significant mobility (and hence were more prone to
burial and loss downstream).

4. Field Monitoring Results

[22] In this section, we report field results on flow hydrau-
lics and sediment transport. Sediment-transport results are
reported in two subsections including painted-patch grain-
size evolution and particle travel distance. The flow hydraulic
and sediment-transport data presented here are used to calcu-
late critical Shields stress for grain entrainment in section 5.

4.1. Flow Hydraulics

[23] Flow in all study reaches responded to winter storms
(Figure 6). Two of the five tributaries had ephemeral flow
(reaches 1 and 2, which experienced flow lasting hours to
days following storms but no sustained winter base flow),
two showed intermittent flow (reaches 3 and 4, which
experienced winter base flow for the majority of the rainy
season), and one had perennial flow (reach 5). For the
ephemeral and intermittent streams, flow events were gener-
ally longer and had larger peak-stage heights at the end of
the winter season rather than the beginning. This is likely
due to flow events early in the winter season raising the
groundwater table and (for the intermittent streams) creating
winter base flow.
[24] Peak discharges during the study period were rela-

tively modest (the largest flood occurred in the 2007/2008
winter with a recurrence interval of 1.8 years on Elder
Creek). Measured peak discharges ranged from 0.03m3/s
for reach 2 to 0.19m3/s for reach 4 (Table 2). Measured peak
reach-averaged velocity was 0.25 and 0.32m/s and reach-
averaged flow depth was 8.5 and 21 cm for reaches 2 and
4, respectively. These flow depths are of similar magnitude
to the measured reach-averaged median grain size (Table 1),
and both mobile and immobile particles were often emergent
from the flow at peak discharge (Figure 2b).
[25] We evaluated the performance of our HEC-RAS

modeling by comparing the modeled water surface elevation
to observed water surface elevations (Figure 3) and by
comparing the ratio ofU/u* to f predicted by Ferguson [2007]
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Figure 4. Comparison of field- and photo-based grid-
by-number pebble counts for (a) reach 5, patch 5b and (b)
reach 4, patch 4a. Median grain sizes generally agree within
less than a factor of 2, and there is no systematic bias toward
overpredicting or underpredicting grain-size distributions
with the photograph-based method. Differences in manual
and photograph counts should be expected as the exact
grains counted in each method were not the same, and the
use of a grid-by-number method over a small area limits
the total number of grains counted.
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U

u�
¼ 8

f

� �1=2

¼ a1a2 R=D84ð Þ
a21 þ a22 R=D84ð Þ 5=3ð Þ
h i 1=2ð Þ (2)

where a1 = 6.5, a2 = 2.5 as suggested by Ferguson [2007],
and D84 is the grain size for which 84% of the reach-wide
bed is finer. We found reasonable agreement between U/u*
and R/D84 (Figure 7), suggesting that HEC-RAS accurately
captures flow hydraulics and that f increases with decreased
flow depth to roughness ratios for the streams in which we
measured discharged. HEC-RAS modeled values of reach-
averaged hydraulic radius, velocity, and bed shear stress,
ranged from 0.05 to 0.34m, 0.2 to 1.1m/s, and 105 to
406 Pa, respectively (Table 5).

4.2. Sediment Mobilization and Preservation of Patches

[26] Despite modest discharges during the study period,
eight of the nine painted patches experienced grain mobiliza-
tion annually. Field visits before and after storm events
showed that sediment movement occurred during large
discharge events in the middle to the end of the rainy season
when stage heights were high. Intensive monitoring in
winter 2008/2009 showed that transport from the patch in
reach 1 was limited to a single storm event, two storm events
produced sediment transport from the patch in reach 4,
three storm events produced transport from patches in reach
2, and reach 3 experienced transport from patches in

multiple events (reach 5 was not visited during storms due
to inaccessibility).
[27] Repeat pebble counts of painted patches show that

patch median grain size (D50) remained fairly constant
(generally within a factor of 3) over the study period for all
cases (Figure 8). However, when coarsening or fining did
occur, these trends were often reflected in multiple patches
across a reach suggesting a reach-wide change in grain size.

c)c) d)d)

a)a)

25 cm25 cm 25 cm25 cm

b)b)

Figure 5. Patch 3a (reach 3) immediately after spray painting in (a) summer 2007 and (b) summer 2008
after 1 year of fluvial transport. Patch 2b (reach 2) in (c) summer 2008 and (d) summer 2009. Blue grains
in Figure 5d were painted in summer 2007, buried in winter 2007/2008, and then re-exposed in winter
2008/2009. Flow is left to right in all images. Yellow notebooks in Figures 5a and 5b are ~18 cm in length,
white scale bars are ~25 cm in length in Figures 5c and 5d. Black outlined and highlighted grains show a
single unmoved grain to help visually orient between photos.
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Figure 6. (a) Hydrographs of water stage height for
reaches 2 and 3 during winter 2008/2009. (b) Cumulative
rainfall for the same time period as in Figure 6a from a
weather station <2 km from the Elder Creek watershed.
Dashed vertical lines are for reference.
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[28] Despite mobilization of gravel in patches, a large
fraction of the bed was observed to be stationary over the
study period both within painted patches and in the reaches
as a whole. For patches with regular grain mobilization,
the largest grains available in a patch were rarely moved
(Figure 9), thus providing evidence that the patches experi-
enced partial transport. For example, 75% of transport
events from individual patches failed to move grains larger
than half the diameter of the maximum grain size present
within the patch (Figure 9). Of the 50 individually painted
cobbles and boulders, only six cobbles moved. These were
generally among the smaller grains (D< 150mm) and were
not interlocked. Transport distances for these painted

cobbles and boulders were short (0.2–1m). The lack of
movement of large cobbles and boulders suggests that the
tributaries underwent reach-wide partial transport of
sediment. Reach-wide partial transport was additionally
documented in reach 2 where a small dam designed to trap
sediment deployed in the 2008/2009 winter collected
4.3 kg of sediment and showed that the maximum grain size
that moved through the reach (70mm) was less than the
reach-averaged median grain size (97mm).

4.3. Particle Travel Distance

[29] Particle travel distance is a function of both grain weight
and the grain size relative to the bed (as smaller particles are
more likely to become trapped behind larger particles [e.g.,
Einstein, 1950]). In a compilation of worldwide streams,
Church and Hassan [1992] found an inverse relationship
between particle size and distance traveled, and other more re-
cent studies [e.g.,Wilcock, 1997; Ferguson and Wathen, 1998;
Lenzi, 2004; Hodge et al., 2011] have found similar trends. An
inverse trend between particle size and distance transported is
expected if grain weight is the dominant control on particle
travel distance; however, preferential trapping of smaller parti-
cles within a bed composed of larger grains can cause devia-
tions from this trend [e.g., Kirchner et al., 1990]. Church and
Hassan [1992] noted that distance transported may depend
strongly on grain weight for particles with D/D50> ~2,
whereas particles with D/D50< ~2 have a higher likelihood
of being trapped within the bed of coarser grains, and therefore
their distance traveled may depend less on grain weight.
[30] Data on transport distance for all recovered grains (i.e.,

all patches with mobile sediment) in this study show a slight
inverse relationship between travel distance and grain size
and general agreement with the shape of the Church and
Hassan [1992] relationship but a systematic offset to lower
values of the normalized travel distance (Figure 10). Data in
Figure 10 suggest that smaller particles were transported
slightly farther than larger particles in our studied reaches.
Note that Church and Hassan [1992] normalized grain size
by D50 of the bed subsurface and that we normalize by D50

10−1 100
10−1

100

Reach 2 
Reach 4 
Ferguson, 2007

R/D
84

U/u
*

Figure 7. Comparison of the HEC-RAS iterated values of
U/u* to those predicted by Ferguson [2007] (equation (2)) as
a function of R/D84. U, u*, and R are the reach-averaged flow
velocity, shear velocity, and hydraulic radius, respectively,
as predicted by HEC-RAS. D84 is the grain size for which
84% of the bed is finer (i.e., the reach-averaged D84).
Horizontal and vertical error bars show standard error of
the mean, error is smaller than the symbol where no error
bars are shown.

Table 5. Reach-Averaged Flow Hydraulic Data for Specific Sediment-Transport Eventsa

Reach Storm tT (Pa) U (m/s) R (m) R/D84-mobile tfd/tT Power Law Cm tfd/tT Mean Cm tfd/tT VPE Cm

1 Winter 2007/2008 199 0.50 0.08 1.78 0.77 0.72 0.89
1 24 Feb 2009 239 0.30 0.05 1.00 0.89 0.92 0.92
1 Winter 2009/2010 222 0.34 0.05 1.21 0.86 0.89 0.91
2 Winter 2007/2008 256 0.48 0.12 0.82 0.68 0.80 0.75
2 25 Dec 2008 150 0.20 0.06 0.44 0.83 0.94 0.87
2 24 Feb 2009 216 0.37 0.10 0.67 0.75 0.87 0.76
2 Winter 2009/2010 233 0.42 0.11 0.73 0.74 0.85 0.77
3 Winter 2007/2008 185 0.86 0.32 2.24 0.37 0.12 0.73
3 14 Nov 2008 231 0.22 0.09 0.59 0.90 0.95 0.90
3 25 Dec 2008 202 0.28 0.11 0.78 0.85 0.91 0.87
3 24 Feb 2009 172 0.33 0.14 0.95 0.79 0.86 0.85
3 Winter 2009/2010 164 0.51 0.20 1.39 0.63 0.65 0.79
4 Winter 2007/2008 388 0.72 0.26 1.33 0.70 0.71 0.84
4 24 Feb 2009 406 0.53 0.20 1.01 0.79 0.85 0.85
4 Winter 2009/2010 388 0.75 0.27 1.37 0.68 0.68 0.83
5 Winter 2007/2008 107 1.05 0.34 3.83 0.14 �1.27 0.71
5 24 Feb 2009 108 0.48 0.20 2.22 0.71 0.53 0.89
5 Winter 2009/2010 105 0.91 0.30 3.35 0.25 �0.74 0.74

atT , U, and R are reach-averaged bed shear stress, flow velocity, and hydraulic radius calculated with HEC-RAS. D84-mobile is the 84th percentile reach-
averaged mobile grain size, and tfd/tT is fractional form drag for the power law, mean, and VPE Cm methods (section 5.1). Listing of individual storm dates
(e.g., 24 Feb 2009) indicates measurements were made for a specific storm event. Listing of a season (e.g., Winter 2007/2008) indicates measurements
integrate multiple storm events over an entire season, with the peak observed discharge event assumed to have transported all the sediment.
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of the bed surface. This difference in normalization may
explain the systematic offset between the data presented here
and the Church and Hassan [1992] relationship because the
surface of the reaches examined in this study were in most
cases armored. Despite increased probability of trapping small
grains for D/D50< 2, we still observed an overall inverse rela-
tionship between grain size and particle transport distance. The
increased travel distance of small particles allows for replace-
ment of gravel within patches by similar sized grains which
may be sourced from distances several meters upstream.

5. Analysis

[31] In this section, we present an analysis of our
sediment-transport data in order to estimate critical Shields
stress for incipient motion and compare our calculated
Shields stress values to theoretical models. We then use
flow hydraulic data to estimate form drag and attempt to
quantify individually the effects of form drag, slope-
dependent hydraulics, bed patchiness, and grain hiding
on critical Shields stress.

5.1. Critical Shields Stress

[32] Determining the exact timing of incipient motion
for a given particle is difficult. Since no universal metric is
used to define the onset of incipient motion [Buffington
and Montgomery, 1997], we calculated critical Shields
stresses using two different approaches to avoid biases
associated with a single technique. First, we used a flow
competence approach and assumed the largest transported
grain moved at the peak observed bed shear stress (tmax)
[Andrews, 1983]. With this assumption, equation (1) can
be rewritten as

t�c ¼ tmax

rs � rð ÞgDmax
(3)

where Dmax is the largest grain observed to move from a
given patch for a given storm event (or integration of
multiple storms). This approach is frequently used in field
studies of motion in streams with moderate to steep slopes
[e.g., Church and Hassan, 2002; Lenzi et al., 2006; Mao
et al., 2008; Thompson and Croke, 2008].
[33] Second, we estimated t*c by assuming that all

transported grains deposited within 1m of the patch from
which they originated were at incipient motion during
the flood peak. For this method, we calculated the critical
Shields stress as

t�c ¼ tmax

rs � rð ÞgD1meter
(4)

where D1meter is the mass weighted geometric mean grain
diameter of all particles (always >5 grains) recovered within
1m downstream of the patch from which they originated.
We refer to the second approach as the “one-meter method.”
The one-meter method is similar to the particle displacement
approach which is often used in steep streams [e.g., Lenzi
et al., 2006; Mao et al., 2008]; however, we were unable
to measure subgrain-diameter movement (as required for
the particle displacement approach) since grains must move
out of the painted patch in order to observe definitive move-
ment. Note that even though we had low recovery rates of
grains transported from patches, estimates ofDmax andD1meter

are likely accurate as large grains (i.e., Dmax) are easier to see,
less likely to be buried, and travel shorter distances than fine
grains (Figure 10). Recovery rates of grains deposited near
the patch (i.e., D1meter) should be high as these grains come
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from Table 4).
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from a small area which was thoroughly searched. For both the
flow competence and one-meter methods, we estimated tmax

locally using the modeled bed shear stress given by HEC-
RAS (section 3.3, Table 4), which reflects shear stress spent
on both mobile and immobile elements (i.e., the total shear
stress).
[34] Neither of the above approaches provides a perfect

measure of the conditions for incipient motion. The flow
competence approach assumes that the largest grain recov-
ered was mobilized at the highest calculated bed shear stress
(and therefore that smaller grains are mobilized at lower
shear stresses than larger grains, a condition that generally
exists for gravel-bed streams [Parker, 2008]) and is only
valid for cases where the largest grains in the patch remain
stationary (i.e., partial transport of the patch, which was
met in this study). Wilcock [1992] notes that flow compe-
tence estimates are subject to large errors as they are based
on an extreme value of the transport grain-size distribution.
Similarly, since the flow competence approach uses only a
single grain to estimate critical Shields stress, the conditions
for mobilization may largely be a function of local pocket
geometry, protrusion, interaction with surrounding grains
(e.g., locked in place or free to move), and other local condi-
tions at the grain scale [e.g., Kirchner et al., 1990].
[35] The one-meter method uses the geometric mean grain

diameter of all particles recovered, thus averaging over
grain-scale heterogeneity inherent with the flow competence
method. However, the one-meter approach assumes that
grains at incipient motion are transported shorter distances
than grains at high transport stages [e.g., Wiberg and Smith,
1985]. While this is consistent with our data in general
(Figure 10), in some cases, the stopping location of a grain
may be a function of the transported grain size relative to the
local roughness on the bed [e.g., Dietrich et al., 2006] or a
function of the transported grain size itself [e.g., Church and
Hassan, 1992], which may introduce error in this method.

[36] Our inferred critical Shields stress values for particles
that moved are similar for both the flow competence and
one-meter methods and vary over 2 orders of magnitude
from ~0.02 to 2. The majority of t*c estimates have values
greater than what is typically assumed for gravel-bedded
rivers (i.e., t*c = 0.045). Large variations in critical Shields
stresses may result from slope-dependent hydraulic effects
[e.g., Mueller et al., 2005; Lamb et al., 2008a; Recking,
2009], grain hiding, [Einstein, 1950; Egiazaroff, 1965;
Wiberg and Smith, 1987], form drag on nonmobile struc-
tures [Yager et al., 2007; Yager et al., 2012a], and the pres-
ence of sediment patches [Yager et al., 2012b], all of which
exist in the steep streams examined here. These are each
evaluated in section 5.4 using a force-balance model.

5.2. Comparison to Critical Shields Stress Models

[37] We compared our field-estimated critical Shields
stresses to the theoretical relationships proposed by Wiberg
and Smith [1987] and Lamb et al. [2008a] (which gives
similar results to Recking [2009]), as well as the empirical
relationships proposed by Mueller et al. [2005] and
Ferguson [2012]. Wiberg and Smith [1987] proposed a
force-balance model which predicts grain motion for coarse
grains primarily as a function of the grain size relative to the
local roughness (i.e., D/ks, where D is the grain size of inter-
est, and ks is the local channel roughness for large particle
Reynolds numbers). This model predicts that t*c decreases
with increasing slope due to the additional component of
gravity in the downstream direction. Lamb et al. [2008a]
modified the Wiberg and Smith [1987] model to include
slope-dependent hydraulic effects and fractional form drag,
resulting in a prediction of increasing t*c with slope. For this
section, we set fractional form drag to zero in the Lamb et al.
[2008a] model (the influence of form drag is examined in
section 5.4). Mueller et al. [2005] predict a positive linear
relationship between t*c (for the median particle size) and
slope based on a fit to field data for slopes up to S = 0.05.
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Figure 10. Binned relative grain size moved versus rela-
tive distance traveled for tracer pebbles in this study (black
diamonds) and other studies (gray squares). Error bars are
1 geometric standard deviation of binned data. Solid black
line is prediction from Church and Hassan [1992]. L is the
travel distance of a single particle, LD50 is the expected travel
distance of the median grain size based on a power law fit to
the data, D is the grain size of the moved particle, and D50 is
median grain size of the surface (this study) or subsurface
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Ferguson [2012] attributes the heightened t*c with increasing
slope entirely to form drag.
[38] We evaluated the ability of each model to predict our

field data by performing a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test of the log-transformed field-estimated and model-
predicted critical Shields stress data. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test assesses the null hypothesis that two populations
of values belong to the same distribution. In our case, rejection
of the null hypothesis indicates a statistical difference between
the field-estimated versus model-predicted critical Shields
stress distributions, which we interpret to mean the model in
question does a poor job of predicting critical Shields stress.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is advantageous to other good-
ness of fit measures (e.g., r2 or residual sum of squares) as it
examines the full cumulative distribution function and is thus
less sensitive to a single outlier, and it is designed for small
sample sizes [Zar, 1999].
[39] The models described above differ widely in their

ability to match our calculated critical Shields stresses
(Figure 11). The Wiberg and Smith [1987] model tends to
underpredict critical Shields stresses, which is likely a result

of the steep slopes examined here for which the model pre-
dicts decreased Shields stress due to the increased compo-
nent of gravity in the downstream direction (Figure 11a).
Both the Mueller et al. [2005] and Ferguson [2012] models
predict critical Shields stress for the median grain size only
and thus do not match well our data of grains both smaller
and larger than the median size (Figures 11b and 11c). The
distribution of critical Shields stresses predicted by the
Wiberg and Smith [1987], Mueller et al. [2005], and
Ferguson [2012] models are statistically different from
the distribution of our field-estimated values by the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (for all three models p< 0.001).
[40] The Lamb et al. [2008a] relationship is the only model

for which we cannot reject the null hypothesis of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and the predicted critical Shields
stresses are generally within a factor of 3 of the field data
(Figure 11d). The factor of 3 in scatter is observed in other
studies as well, including controlled flume experiments, and
can arise from the stochastic nature of turbulent flow and
sediment transport alone [e.g., Mizuyama, 1977; Kirchner
et al., 1990; Buffington and Montgomery, 1997]. The data
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(t*c). Theories examined include (a) Wiberg and Smith [1987], (b) Mueller et al. [2005], (c) Ferguson
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consistency with the Lamb et al. [2008a] model suggests that
slope-dependent hydraulic effects, local channel roughness,
and grain hiding affect incipient sediment motion.

5.3. Form Drag

[41] In steep streams, the presence of large immobile
grains and particle clusters leads to a reduced portion of
the total shear stress available to act on the mobile sediment
[e.g., Brayshaw et al., 1983; Wiberg and Smith, 1991;
Buffington and Montgomery, 1999; Millar, 1999; Yager
et al., 2007; Yager et al., 2012a]. We accounted for this
reduced shear stress on mobile grains by calculating a
“fractional form drag,” tfd/tT, where tfd is the bed shear
stress spent on immobile morphologic structures and tT is
the total bed shear stress. We calculated fractional form drag
following Yager et al. [2012a] as

tfd
tT

¼ 1� tm
tT

¼ 1� 0:5rCmU2

tT
(5)

where tm is the shear stress on the mobile grains and Cm is
the drag coefficient for mobile sediment. We used results
from the HEC-RAS modeling to solve for the reach-
averaged tT (section 3.3 and Table 5). Drag coefficients for
mobile sediment are not well known; thus, we estimated
Cm with three different methods to check for consistency.
[42] The first two methods use hydraulic data reported by

Marcus et al. [1992] for a steep mountain stream. Following
Yager et al. [2012a], we assumed tT = tm in the data of
Marcus et al. [1992] based on the observation of minimal
boulders, steps, and other structures, and calculated Cm

from 15 separate flow measurements using a normal-flow
approximation for tT so that

Cm ¼ 2tT
rU2

¼ 2
u�
U

� �2
¼ 2gRS

U 2
(6)

[43] Note that the channel studied by Marcus et al. [1992]
likely has some form drag on immobile structures, and our
estimates of Cm from this data should be considered
maximum values. These Cm estimates vary as a function of
R/D84, although the data are scattered. This scatter caused
Yager et al. [2012a] to adopt a constant value of Cm,

Cm ¼ 0:44 (7)

[44] Which is an average of the mobile drag coefficients
calculated from the Marcus et al. [1992] data. We used both
the mean Cm value and also fit a power law to the data (here-
after referred to as the “power law Cm” method),

Cm ¼ 0:57 R=D84�mobileð Þ�0:96 (8)

with r2 = 0.42 and where D84-mobile is the reach-averaged
grain size for which 84% of mobile sediment is finer.
Equation (8) allowed calculations of a flow-depth dependent
mobile drag coefficient for sediment-transport events in
this study, where reach-averaged R was obtained from
HEC-RAS, and D84-mobile was calculated from our reach-
averaged pebble counts ignoring all grains larger than the
maximum observed mobile particle for a given reach (based
on painted particle tracer data) (Table 1).
[45] In addition to the two techniques described above, we

also calculated Cm using the variable power equation (VPE)
of Ferguson [2007] (hereafter referred to as the “VPE Cm”
method) following methods similar to those proposed by
Rickenmann and Recking [2011] for flow resistance
partitioning. We set D84-mobile as the roughness length scale,
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solved for the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, f, and
estimated Cm directly by substituting equation (2) into (6).
This last method is independent of the Marcus et al.
[1992] measurements, is based on a large compilation of
flow resistance data, and has been shown to accurately
predict flow resistance in steep streams [Rickenmann and
Recking, 2011], although its application to form drag rather
than flow resistance has not been tested directly.
[46] In our monitored tributaries tfd/tT ranged from 0.14 to

0.90, 0.12 to 0.95, and 0.71 to 0.92 with mean values of
0.65, 0.74, and 0.81 for Cm estimated with the power law,
mean, and VPE methods, respectively (Figure 12 and
Table 5). Note that equation (7) (i.e., mean Cm) produced
two outliers with tfd/tT< 0, which were ignored as negative
fractional form drag cannot exist. The results are similar
between the three different methods, with all methods

predicting large values of form drag and overlapping
interquartile ranges (Figure 12).
[47] We compared our calculated fractional form drag in

the Elder Creek tributaries to other streams using data
from Buffington and Montgomery [1999] and Yager et al.
[2012a]. We calculated tfd/tT from data reported by
Buffington and Montgomery [1999] using the difference
between the observed median grain sizes and the median
grain sizes expected for a channel with no form drag. tT
was calculated assuming uniform flow (i.e., tT= rghS,
where h is the reach-averaged flow depth and was used in
place of hydraulic radius which was not reported), tfd was
calculated using the observed grain-size distribution on the
bed, tfd = t* c(rs� r)gD50 (which assumes that the median
grain size is set by a representative bed shear stress), and
t*c was set to 0.03 as suggested by Buffington and
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Figure 13. Comparison of model-predicted to field-estimated critical Shields stress (t*c) examining the
effects of slope-dependent hydraulics, bed patchiness, and grain hiding. (a) Lamb et al. [2008a]
predictions which include the effects of slope-dependent hydraulics, form drag, grain hiding, and patches.
(b) Form drag modified Wiberg and Smith [1987] model which includes form drag, patches, and grain
hiding effects, but does not include slope-dependent hydraulics. (c) Lamb et al. [2008a] model predictions
(where the reach-averaged D50 was used as the roughness length scale rather than the patch D50) which
includes form drag, slope-dependent hydraulics, and grain hiding effects, but does not include the effect
of bed patchiness. (d) Lamb et al. [2008a] model predictions (with D/ks= 1) which includes form drag,
patches, and slope-dependent hydraulics effects, but does not include grain hiding effects. For all predic-
tions, fractional form drag was set to 0.5; in Figures 13a, 13b, and 13d the patch D50 was used as the
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p< 0.05 indicates distributions are statistically different at the 5% significance level.
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Montgomery [1999]. To calculate fractional form drag from
Yager et al. [2012a], we digitized data reporting total shear
stress (tT) and shear stress on mobile sediment (tT� tfd)
(their figure appendix 1d for variable Cm) and calculated a
discharge-dependent range of fractional form drag.
[48] The range of tfd/tT from approximately 0.1 to 0.9 in

the Elder Creek tributaries is comparable to (although larger
than) the fractional form drag we calculated from the data of
Yager et al. [2012a] (0.53< tfd/tT< 0.80) for a stream of
9.8% gradient and to data from Buffington and Montgomery
[1999] (0.27< tfd/tT< 0.95) on lower gradient streams with
S= 0.2–2.7% (Figure 12). While the lower limit of the tfd/tT
range is smaller in the Elder Creek tributaries compared to
other studies, we note that the 25th percentile values of tfd/tT
are greater than 0.65 for all three methods, similar to the range
of values reported by Yager et al. [2012a]. Larger values of
fractional form drag in the Elder Creek tributaries and the
Yager et al. [2012a] data may be expected due to the presence
of immobile steps and boulders as opposed to the plane bed
and pool-riffle sequences analyzed by Buffington and Mont-
gomery [1999]. Our range of calculated form drag is also com-
parable to that required for the Lamb et al. [2008a] critical
Shields stress model to best match their field data compilation
(tfd/tT approximately 0.4 to 0.8, in their Figure 10).

5.4. Relative Influence of Form Drag, Channel Slope,
Patches, and Grain Hiding on Critical Shields Stress

[49] In this section, we use our field data and the models
of Wiberg and Smith [1987] and Lamb et al. [2008a] to
investigate the influence of form drag, slope, bed patchiness,
and grain hiding on critical Shields stress values. While there
exist a number of theoretical and empirical models to predict

critical Shields stress (discussed above), we use the Wiberg
and Smith [1987] and Lamb et al. [2008a] models because
they provide a framework to isolate the effects of form drag,
channel slope, grain hiding, and bed patchiness independently.
5.4.1. Influence of Form Drag
[50] Our field-estimated critical Shields stresses use HEC-

RAS modeled total bed shear stress and thus include any form
drag present within the channel. To assess the form drag influ-
ence, we compared field-estimated critical Shields stresses to
model predictions which account for form drag by setting
tfd/tT in the Lamb et al. [2008a] model to values calculated
using the mean (i.e., equation 7), power law (i.e., equation 8),
and VPE Cm methods (section 5.3). We also set tfd/tT to a
constant value of tfd/tT=0.5 which best matches the field and
flume data collection of Lamb et al. [2008a], as well as
tfd/tT=0 for the sake of comparison. For all four form drag
parameterizations, as well as the case of no form drag, we can-
not reject the null hypothesis of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
at the 5% significance level (p values of 0.07, 0.12, 0.19,
0.30, and 0.93 for the mean Cm, power law Cm, tfd/tT=0,
VPE Cm, and tfd/tT=0.5 form drag parameterizations, respec-
tively). This result implies that it may be possible to explain
the field-estimated critical Shields stress values with or without
the inclusion of form drag, and thus, the influence of form drag
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Figure 15. Box and whisker plots of the ratio of field-
estimated (t*c-field) to model-predicted (t*c-model) critical
Shields stress (t*c). Boxes bound the data between the 25th
to 75th percentile values, the line within the box is the
data median, and whiskers show data extent. Dashed line
at t*c-field/t*c-model = 1 separates effects which increase
(t*c-field/t*c-model> 1) and decrease (t*c-field/t*c-model< 1)
critical Shields stress. For all model predictions, fractional
form drag was set to 0.5, and the patch median grain size
was used as the roughness length scale, unless otherwise
specified. Model predictions used include the Wiberg and
Smith [1987] theory (“no slope-dependent hydraulics”), Lamb
et al. [2008a] theory with fractional form drag set to zero (“no
form drag”), Lamb et al. [2008a] theory with D/ks=1 (“no
grain hiding”), and Lamb et al. [2008a] theory where the
reach-averaged D50 was used as the roughness length scale
rather than the patch D50 (“reach scale roughness”).
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may be small compared to other factors which influence critical
Shields stress (i.e., grain hiding, bed patchiness, and slope-
dependent hydraulics discussed below). Setting fractional form
drag to a constant value of tfd/tT=0.5 visually appears to match
the field data well (Figure 13a), and we use this value for the
remainder ofmodel calculations; however, using other form drag
parameterizations does not change the main points of this paper.
5.4.2. Influence of Hydraulics at Steep Slopes
[51] Changes in the flow velocity structure, turbulent fluc-

tuations, and grain emergence at low flow depth to bed-
roughness ratios lead to increased t*c for steep slopes [Lamb
et al., 2008a; Recking, 2009]. To isolate these slope-dependent
effects on critical Shields stress, we compared our results to
model predictions of Wiberg and Smith [1987] which does
not include these effects. Following the methodology of
Lamb et al. [2008a], we added a fractional form drag term
(tfd/tT=0.5) to the Wiberg and Smith [1987] model so that
differences between the Lamb et al. [2008a] and Wiberg and
Smith [1987] models reflect only the inclusion of slope-
dependent flow hydraulics and grain emergence in the former.
TheWiberg and Smith [1987] model tends to underpredict the
field-estimated critical Shields stress values and is statistically
distinct from the distribution of field data (p=0.0002 in a
two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Figure 13b). This
implies that incipient sediment motion is influenced by
slope-dependent hydraulics.
5.4.3. Influence of Patches and Local Roughness
[52] The agreement between calculated andmodeled critical

Shields stresses in Figure 13a was achieved in part because of
the field identification of individual, size-sorted sediment
patches used to define the local roughness scale of the bed
(i.e., ks). Because steep streams include both relatively mobile
fine gravel and less mobile cobbles and boulders [e.g., Yager
et al., 2012a;b], using reach-averaged median grain size
(D50-reach) as the roughness length scale (i.e., ks=D50-reach)
as opposed to local median grain size of the patch (D50-patch)
as the roughness length scale (i.e., ks=D50-patch) can lead to
predictions of no sediment motion due to artificially inflated
critical Shields stresses. To illustrate this point, we compared
Lamb et al. [2008a] model predictions of critical Shields
stresses to our data using patch- versus reach-averaged median
grain size as the bed-roughness length scale, with tfd/tT= 0.5.
Setting ks=D50-reach tends to over-predict critical Shields
stress and results in statistically distinct distributions of field
and model data (p< 10�5, two-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, Figure 13c), while using ks=D50-patch does not
(p=0.93, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Figure 13a).
These results imply that initial sediment motion in steep
channels is influenced by local roughness controlled by bed
surface patchiness.
5.4.4. Influence of Grain Hiding
[53] We compared our calculated t*c values to those

predicted by the Lamb et al. [2008a] model with D/ks = 1
(i.e., ignoring grain hiding) versus D/ks set equal to the value
measured in the field. For both cases, we set tfd/tT = 0.5 and
used a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to evaluate
model performance. A model without grain hiding can lead
to both overprediction and underprediction of t*c depending
on if D/ks is less than or greater than unity, respectively. This
effect is illustrated in Figure 13d, where model predictions
with D/ks= 1 are approximately evenly distributed above
and below the 1:1 line. The distribution of critical Shields

stresses predicted with D/ks = 1 are statistically distinct at
the 5% significance level from the field-estimated Shields
stresses (where D/ks is allowed to vary, p = 0.037), implying
that including grain hiding within patches influences initial
motion in our dataset.
[54] We also examined the influence of relative grain size

using a hiding function [e.g., Parker, 2008],

tc
tks

¼ D

ks

� �1�g

(9)

where tc is the critical shear stress for the grain size of
interest, tks is the critical shear stress for D= ks, and g is
a nondimensional constant that describes the relative impor-
tance of hiding effects on grain mobilization. Following the
terminology of Parker [2008], we refer to the case when
g = 0 as “size independence” (the critical shear stress to mo-
bilize grains is linearly proportional to grain diameter;
hence, there are no hiding effects) and when g = 1 as “equal
threshold” (hiding effects dominate causing all grains to
move at the same critical shear stress).
[55] We estimated g using our field data to find a best fit to

equation (9). We used HEC-RAS modeling to estimate
tc (tmax in Table 4) and calculated tks using the Lamb et al.
[2008a] model (with tfd/tT= 0.5). We found g= 0.51 based
on a linear best fit to our log-transformed incipient-motion
data (Figure 14). The data are scattered (r2 = 0.26), but our
g value of 0.51 is statistically distinct from equal threshold
of motion (i.e., g= 1) based on a t test (p = 0.002). The
best-fit g value is lower than other values reported in high
gradient streams by Mao et al. [2008] (0.79 and 0.64) and
Yager et al. [2012a] (g = 0.62) and is also lower than data
compiled by Parker [2008], which shows a mean value of
g = 0.79� 0.16 (mean� standard deviation) on modest
sloping gravel-bed streams (S=1–1.5%). This low g value
indicates a reduced influence of hiding effects in steep streams
and suggests that small grains are relatively easier to transport
than large grains, ultimately leading to the preference of
mobilization of distinct size classes during a given flow event.
A preference to transport smaller grains (i.e., D/ks< 1) is
supported by our observations of particle transport distances
(Figure 10) and partial transport (Figure 9) and leads to
increased t*c values compared to assuming that the median
grain size will be mobilized (i.e., D/ks=1).
5.4.5. Summary of Dominant Effects on Initial Motion
[56] We examined the net effect of form drag, slope-

dependent hydraulics, bed patchiness, and grain hiding
by calculating the ratio of the field-estimated (t*c-field)
to model-predicted (t*c-model) critical Shields stress (Figure 15).
Effects which increase critical Shields stress result in
t*c-field/t*c-model> 1, while effects which decrease critical
Shields stress result in t*c-field/t*c-model< 1. We took the
median t*c-field/t*c-model value as a proxy for the general degree
to which a specific effect increases or decreases critical Shields
stress according to the model. Slope-dependent hydraulics and
form drag generally led to increased critical Shields stress
compared to what is expected without these effects (median
t*c-field/t*c-model of 2.9 and 1.8, respectively). Size-sorted
patches caused reduction of critical Shields stress by a factor
of 2.3 (median t*c-field/t*c-model of 0.44) compared to what is
expected without patches. For our field data, grain hiding did
not cause a substantial change in the median critical Shields
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stress compared to what is expected without grain hiding,
because the effect is only significant at the tails of the distribu-
tion (i.e., D/ks 6¼ 1). However, grain hiding is statistically
significant by both the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (Figure 13d)
and t test (Figure 14) when examining the entire data set.

6. Discussion

6.1. Controls on Incipient Motion, Patch Evolution,
and Partial Transport

[57] We found that accounting for the effects of slope-
dependent hydraulics, grain hiding, and local variation in
grain size and bed roughness due to sediment-size-sorted
patches yielded critical Shields stress predictions that
matched our field data within a factor of ~3. Accounting
for slope-dependent hydraulics and local roughness varia-
tion due to patches appeared to have the strongest controls
on predicting incipient motion for our field data for grains
with D/ks� 1, although, these effects have opposite influ-
ences on critical Shields stress (Figure 15).
[58] The influence of slope-dependent hydraulics gener-

ally resulted in increased critical Shields stress as shown
by our field data to model comparison (Figures 13 and 15)
as well as other field data [e.g., Mueller et al., 2005; Mao
et al., 2008] and theory [e.g., Lamb et al., 2008a; Recking,
2009; Ferguson, 2012]. This heightened t*c may help
explain why standard sediment-transport equations tend to
over-predict bedload flux by greater than an order of magni-
tude in steep streams [Yager et al., 2012a].
[59] The presence of size-sorted patches generally led to

decreased critical Shields stresses compared to what is
expected without patches in the streams examined here. This
is likely due to the fact that local sediment sorting allows for
patches of finer material and reduces the influence of grain
hiding [e.g., Paola and Seal, 1995], suggesting that sedi-
ment transport is sensitive to local variations in bed rough-
ness (which can induce complex feedbacks between bed
topography and shear stress distribution [Nelson et al.,
2009; Nelson et al., 2010]). Using reach-averaged roughness
rather than local roughness can result in erroneous predic-
tions of no sediment transport for cases when sediment
transport does occur, thus impacting sediment routing and
habitat availability predictions (Figure 13c). While there
have been several studies attempting to quantify slope-
dependent hydraulic effects [e.g., Nikora et al., 2001; Lamb
et al., 2008a; Recking, 2009] and grain hiding [e.g., Einstein,
1950; Egiazaroff, 1965; Wiberg and Smith, 1987; Kirchner
et al., 1990], no such quantification exists for predicting
sediment-patch locations in mountain streams, although
progress has been made for low-gradient channels [Nelson
et al., 2010]. Grain hiding within patches can both increase
or decrease critical Shields stress depending on if D/ks is less
than or greater than unity, respectively (Figure 14).
[60] Form drag on immobile elements likely exists in the

Elder Creek tributaries examined here and has been shown
to influence flow hydraulics and sediment transport in other
rivers [e.g., Buffington and Montgomery, 1999; Ferguson,
2007; Rickenmann and Recking, 2011; Yager et al.,
2012a]; however, correction for form drag on immobile
elements did not appear to greatly improve model predic-
tions of critical Shields stress compared to our field data,

which may indicate that form drag has a smaller influence
on incipient motion than the other effects examined.
[61] Accounting for local roughness length scales, slope-

dependent hydraulics, and grain hiding allows predictions
for specific areas of the bed (i.e., specific patches) and
grain-size distributions (i.e., specific grain sizes within a
patch) which will be active as a function of bed shear stress
during modest discharge events. In steep streams with
distinct patches of different size sediment and where grain
hiding is important (i.e., g< 1), such calculations result in
predictions of both reach-wide partial transport of sediment
and partial transport within individual patches. Reach-wide
partial transport is common in moderate gradient and steep
gravel-bed streams [Hassan and Church, 2001; Church
and Hassan, 2002; Gomi and Sidle, 2003; Haschenburger
and Wilcock, 2003; Mao and Lenzi, 2007; Thompson and
Croke, 2008; Yager et al., 2012b] and was observed in the
tributaries examined here (Figure 9). Partial transport within
patches has been documented by Yager et al. [2012b] in two
high-gradient streams (S = 5% and 9.8%) and is also
observed for patches in this study. Both reach-wide and
patch-scale partial transport of sediment during moderate
discharge events in steep streamsmay be a result of grain hiding
and the presence of distinct size-sorted patches across the bed.
[62] In addition to influencing grain entrainment, patches

likely also play a role in grain deposition. We observed near
constant median grain sizes of patches over the monitoring
period, suggesting mobilized grains were replaced by sedi-
ment of similar sizes (Figure 8). This process of grain
replacement with unchanging patch grain-size distribution
and areal extent has been observed previously in streams
up to S = 9.8% [Yager et al., 2012b] and other lower gradient
gravel-bed streams [Dietrich et al., 2006; Yuill et al., 2010],
but has not been documented in channels with slopes up to
37% examined here. Such observations lend support to
arguments for patch evolution via feedbacks between bed
topography, bed shear stress, and sediment transport [Nelson
et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2010].
[63] During very large floods, the coupling between local

roughness, patch evolution, and sediment transport is likely
disrupted via reorganization of the channel bed and resetting
of the local roughness length scale. Studies in the Erlenbach
River, Switzerland (S=9.8%), for example, showed partial
transport under modest flow conditions, and bed reorga-
nization with boulder mobilization and the destruction of
step-pool morphology in extreme events (discharges with
25–50 year recurrence intervals) [Turowski et al., 2009; Yager
et al., 2012b]. This also has been documented in other moder-
ate to high gradient rivers where mobilization of grains greater
than the median grain size only occurs during floods of
recurrence intervals greater than 5 to 10 years [Haschenburger
and Wilcock, 2003; Mao and Lenzi, 2007; Thompson and
Croke, 2008]. We expect to find bed reorganization and
mobilization of all grains in very large floods in the tributaries
examined here, although it is possible that large grains are only
moved in debris flow events and subsequent fluvial actionmay
undermine these grains and abrade them in place.

6.2. Influence of Fluvial Processes in Steep Streams on
Landscape Evolution

[64] Data on incipient motion and patch development in
high gradient streams are rare, and this is the first attempt,
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to our knowledge, to document field-based critical Shields
values for streams with S> 14%. While it is often assumed
that steep streams are dominated by debris flow processes
[e.g., Stock and Dietrich, 2003; Stock and Dietrich, 2006],
we found that fluvial processes active at moderate gradient
gravel-bed streams (S� 1–5%) occurred in the steep streams
examined here (S> 5%); although often only a select frac-
tion of the bed was mobilized as the reaches experienced
partial transport of sediment. These results show that fluvial
processes play a key role in transporting gravel downstream
during storms in very steep channels (at least up to 37%
slope), with implications for sediment routing models and
habitat assessment for aquatic organisms (which often have
distinct relationships with the local substrate [e.g., Lisle,
1989]).
[65] While our results show that fluvial sediment transport

occurs, it is difficult to assess the relative importance of
fluvial versus debris flow processes over landscape evolu-
tion timescales in our study area. Almost all of the tributaries
joining Elder Creek are incised into debris flow fans, which
often have boulders larger than 1m in diameter. These
entrenched channels with imbricated cobbles suggest that
fluvial processes entrain and transport material from debris
flow deposits (and gravel entering the river between debris
flow events) to lower gradient streams within the Elder
Creek watershed. Fluvial and debris flow processes likely
occur over different time scales in the tributaries monitored
here, with fluvial mobilization of gravel on an annual basis
and intermittent debris flow activity occurring over centuries
to millennia [Scheingross et al., 2008].

7. Conclusions

[66] We monitored mobilization of sediment in five small
(drainage areas of 0.04 to 2 km2) and steep (S=5–37%) tribu-
taries of Elder Creek, CA. Our results show that smaller grains
tended to travel further distances than larger grains, and sedi-
ment patches tended to maintain near-constant median grain
sizes temporally. There was partial transport of sediment both
reach-wide and within individual patches, indicating that large
portions of the bed (usually composed of large grains) are
immobile during modest flow conditions. Flow resistance
was similar to that predicted by Ferguson [2007], where the
Darcy-Weisbach friction factor increased with increasing rela-
tive roughness. Using three different methods to calculate
form drag on immobile elements, we found that form drag
on immobile structures accounted for approximately 80% of
the total bed stress, with the remaining 20% of the total bed
stress available for sediment transport. Field-estimated values
of the Shields stress at incipient motion range from 0.02 to 2
and agree with theoretical predictions within a factor of ~3
when slope-dependent changes in flow hydraulics, sediment-
size-sorted patches, and grain hiding effects were taken into
account. We saw no improvement of model predictions when
including the effect of form drag, suggesting that form drag in-
fluences critical Shields stress less than the other effects exam-
ined. Slope-dependent hydraulics and the presence of patches
had the strongest (although opposite) influence on incipient
motion, resulting in increased and decreased t*c, respectively.
For grains smaller or larger than the roughness length scale,
grain hiding influenced incipient motion. Larger grains tended

to move at higher shear stresses leading to partial transport
both within patches and reach-wide.
[67] Our results suggest that accounting for the effects

of local variation in roughness due to patches, slope-
dependent hydraulics, and grain hiding allows for prediction
of both specific patches that will be active and for the
approximate grain-size distribution mobilized from patches
as a function of bed shear stress. Such predictions offer
an improvement over traditional methods (i.e., assuming
t*c� 0.045 and that all grains are mobilized at the same
time) and should be useful for sedimentation engineering,
stream restoration efforts, and predictions of aquatic habitat
availability. In very steep channels, often considered to be
dominated by debris flows, our results show that fluvial
sediment transport occurs even for modest flows with
implications for sediment routing and landscape evolution.

Notation

Cm drag coefficient for mobile sediment
[dimensionless].

D grain size [L].
D16, D50, D84 grain size for which 16, 50, and 84%,

respectively, of the grain-size distribution
is finer [L].

D50-patch grain size for which 50% of the grain-size
distribution of a patch is finer [L].

D50-reach grain size for which 50% of the grain-size
distribution reach-wide is finer [L].

D84-mobile grain size for which 84% of the mobile
sediment reach-wide is finer [L].

D1meter mass weighted geometric mean grain
diameter of particles transported< 1m from
a patch [L].

Dmax maximum grain size moved from a
patch [L].

f Darcy-Weisbach friction factor [dimensionless].
g acceleration due to gravity [L T�2].
h reach-averaged flow depth [L].
ks roughness length scale [L].
L tracer particle travel distance [L].

LD50 Expected travel distance for a grain with
the median diameter grain size based on a
power law fit to L versus D [L].

R reach-averaged hydraulic radius [L].
S channel gradient [dimensionless].
U reach-averaged flow velocity [L T�1].
u* bed shear velocity [L T�1].
g hiding function constant [dimensionless].
r fluid density [ML�3].
rs sediment density [ML�3].
t bed shear stress [ML�2 T�2].

tmax bed shear stress at peak-stage height
[ML�2 T�2].

tc critical bed shear stress [ML�2 T�2].
tfd bed shear stress borne on immobile

morphologic structures [ML�2 T�2].
tks critical bed shear stress for the median grain

size [ML�2 T�2].
tm shear stress borne on the mobile sediment

[ML�2 T�2].
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tT total bed shear stress [ML�2 T�2].
t*c critical bed Shields stress [dimensionless].

t*c-field field-estimated values of critical bed
Shields stress [dimensionless].

t*c-model model-predicted values of critical bed
Shields stress [dimensionless].
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